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1D nanowires of non-centrosymmetric molecular
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Understanding how dipolar, non-centrosymmetric organic semiconductors self-assemble, nucleate, and
crystallize is integral for designing new molecular solids with unique physical properties and light-matter
interactions. However, dipole–dipole and van der Waals interactions compete to direct the assembly of
these compounds, making it difficult to predict how solids are formed from individual molecules. Here, we
investigate four small molecules (TpCPD, TpDCF, AcCPD, and AcDCF) possessing anisotropic, non-planar
structures and large dipole moments, and establish robust algorithms to control their molecular selfassembly via simple physical vapor deposition. Each molecule contains a central polar moiety, consisting of
either a cyclopentadienone (CPD, ca. 3.5 D dipole moment) or dicyanofulvene (DCF, ca. 7.0 D dipole
moment) core, that is surrounded by either four twisted phenyl (Tp) groups or a fused aromatic
(acenaphthene, Ac) ring system. We find that only molecules containing the fused ring system form 1D
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nanowires due to the stronger van der Waals associations of the long, planar acenaphthene moieties. We
examine the kinetics of self-assembly for AcDCF and create diverse 1D morphologies, including both
curved and linear nanostructures. Finally, using conductive AFM (c-AFM) measurements, we show that 1D
AcDCF wires support higher current densities relative to randomly-oriented clusters lacking long-range
order.

Design, System, Application
Ordered assemblies of dipolar, non-centrosymmetric organic semiconductors are of particular contemporary interest because of their potential role in
organic ferroelectrics. This work investigates the interplay between van der Waals interactions and dipole–dipole interactions during the physical vapor
deposition of non-centrosymmetric molecular semiconductors and empirically arrives at design rules for selectively growing one-dimensional (1D)
nanostructures. We identify and investigate four anisotropic, non-planar small molecules with varying strengths of van der Waals and dipole–dipole
interactions. We find that that the presence of fused ring systems allows for the formation of 1D nanowires during physical vapor deposition, which are
otherwise not observed in dipolar, non-centrosymmetric molecules. Further, we find that varying the growth kinetics during the vapor deposition process
can greatly enrich the density of 1D nanostructures. The knowledge described in this manuscript will have applications in nano-manufacturing and control,
and can inform optimization efforts for devices built out of molecular semiconductors.

Introduction
Understanding how free molecules self-assemble, nucleate,
and crystallize is integral for devising bottom-up strategies to
control crystal packing and designing new molecular solids
with unique physical properties and light-matter interactions.
Specifically, the ability to control self-assembly and
crystallization along one, many, or all facets of a molecular
solid could prove useful for designing materials with
intriguing mechanical properties, such as auxetic
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metamaterials.1,2 However, provided only the structure of a
molecule, it is difficult to predict its corresponding crystal
structure,3 let alone control molecular self-assembly along
one or multiple directions. As a consequence, investigations
concerning how solids are formed from individual molecules
represent tractable and gradual steps towards understanding
and exploiting crystalline self-assembly.
In the case of molecular organic semiconductors, three
main noncovalent associations are known to act as driving
forces for crystal nucleation and growth: van der Waals
interactions (or π–π interactions), dipole–dipole interactions,
and
hydrogen
bonding
interactions.4
Interestingly,
intentionally favouring one kind of noncovalent interaction
during the crystal growth process can lead to preferential
growth along one crystal facet, particularly for anisotropic
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molecules,5–8 thus resulting in one-dimensional (1D)
arrangements that are analogous to classical inorganic
nanocrystals and nanowires.9
Ordered assemblies of dipolar, non-centrosymmetric
organic semiconductors are of particular contemporary
interest because of their potential role in organic
ferroelectrics.10 A complication with dipolar, noncentrosymmetric molecules, however, is that dipole–dipole
and van der Waals interactions compete to direct their
assembly and typically result in significantly different
molecular arrangements and nanostructures.11,12 For
instance, nitrile or carbonyl moieties in a structure
exclusively afford head-to-tail molecular orientations within a
crystal lattice.11 On the other hand, structures with fused
aromatic ring systems or extended π-conjugation primarily
form discotic assemblies with head-to-head molecular
orientations or two-dimensional lamellar slip-stacks.12
Unfortunately, a reliable algorithm to determine the relative
importance of van der Waals association versus dipole–dipole
interactions in driving one-dimensional growth of dipolar,
non-centrosymmetric molecules has yet to be experimentally
established.
Here, we investigate the self-assembly of four small
molecules (TpCPD, TpDCF, AcCPD, and AcDCF) that possess
anisotropic, non-planar structures and varying strengths of
van der Waals and dipole–dipole interactions. Each molecule
contains a centrally located dipolar moiety consisting of
either a cyclopentadienone (CPD) or dicyanofulvene (DCF)
core. The dipole moment of the DCF moiety is calculated to
be nearly twice the value of the CPD moiety. These dipolar
cores are in turn surrounded by either four twisted phenyl
(Tp) groups or a fused aromatic (acenaphthene, Ac) ring
system. The long, planar acenaphthene moieties have
stronger π–π interactions as compared to the twisted phenyl
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moieties. We find that only molecules containing the fused
ring system, AcCPD and AcDCF, form 1D crystal structures as
characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Twisted phenyl
substituents, in contrast, primarily lead to disordered
aggregates and some platelet-like structures. We examine the
kinetics of self-assembly for AcDCF and create diverse 1D
morphologies consisting of both curved and linear
nanostructures. Finally, using conductive AFM (c-AFM)
measurements, we show that 1D AcDCF crystals support
higher current densities relative to randomly-oriented
clusters lacking long-range order.

Results and discussion
The geometry-optimized (B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p)) structures of
the four molecules investigated in this study, TpCPD, TpDCF,
AcCPD, and AcDCF, are shown in Fig. 1a. The structures
can be classified into two groups: pentafulvene- and
acenaphthene-containing
molecules
(Tpand
Ac-,
respectively). Acenaphthene, a fused aromatic ring system,
possesses a larger surface area and greater planarity (and
should therefore experience stronger van der Waals
associations) as compared to the smaller pentafulvene core.
The four phenyl substituents of the pentafulvene-containing
molecules are also twisted out of plane to minimize eclipsing
interactions between nearby C–H bonds, which should
further prevent close intermolecular packing. The calculated
dipole moments for the optimized structures are also shown
in Fig. 1a. Since their dipole moments mainly arose from the
electron-withdrawing cyclopentadienone (CPD) or 6,6dicyanofulvene (DCF) units, varying the aromatic substituents
around these central cores did not notably affect their dipole
moment values. The calculated dipole moments of DCFcontaining molecules were nearly twice the value of CPDcontaining counterparts due to the stronger electron
withdrawing nature of DCF.
The reported crystal structures of TpCPD, TpDCF, and
AcCPD13,14 revealed that these molecules packed in a headto-tail fashion due to the influence of dipole–dipole
interactions (Fig. 1b), which typically act to avoid
accumulation of net nonzero dipoles in a given cluster.11 This
observation suggested that dipole–dipole interactions are the
major driving force for molecular arrangement in crystals of
these dipolar molecules. The distance between two
acenaphthene cores in AcCPD was 3.82 Å, whereas the
smallest intermolecular distance in TpCPD and TpDCF was
4.20 and 4.73 Å, respectively. The relatively smaller
intermolecular spacing in AcCPD confirmed that the
extended π-systems found in AcCPD and AcDCF experience
stronger van der Waals interactions as compared to TpCPD
and TpDCF.
Next, we explored whether 1D growth of nanostructures of
these four non-planar molecules could be affected using
physical vapor deposition (PVD). Thin films of TpCPD,
TpDCF, AcCPD, and AcDCF were grown on Si substrates. The
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Fig. 1 (a) Geometry-optimized (B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p)) structures of (from left) TpCPD, TpDCF, AcCPD, and AcDCF. Dipole moment values (red) and
dihedral angles (pink) are indicated. (b) Crystal packing in TpCPD, TpDCF, and AcCPD obtained using Mercury software. (c) AFM height images of
PVD grown samples with a deposition rate of 0.3 Å s−1 at RT. Scale bar is 1 μm. Chemical structures are illustrated in inset. More details about AFM
images of AcDCF film including line profiles can be found in Fig. S1.†

deposition rate was maintained at 0.3 Å s−1 and the Si
substrate was held constant at room temperature (RT).
Intriguingly, crystalline nanostructures were readily observed
in films of AcCPD and AcDCF, but not in films of TpCPD and
TpDCF (Fig. 1c). The two-times larger dipole moment of
TpDCF (6.77 D) versus TpCPD (3.63 D) did not observably
induce crystalline order in vapor deposited thin films, thus
indicating that dipole–dipole interactions were not
influencing molecular self-assembly under the conditions
investigated using PVD. In contrast, the presence of a larger
π-system afforded 1D nanostructures, suggesting that van der
Waals interactions were predominant during film growth. On
silicon and ITO, 1D wires of AcCPD, on average, grew normal
to the substrate plane, whereas wires of AcDCF grew parallel
to the plane of the substrate. Remarkably, ultralong 1D wires
(up to 65 μm, Fig. S2†) of AcDCF were observed using a
straightforward PVD process without added surface
treatments or sophisticated deposition algorithms. Besides
the 1D structures, other morphologies were also observed in
vapor deposited thin films of AcDCF, including
polycrystalline regions and amorphous phases (Fig. 1c). We
speculated that the larger dipole moment of DCF moieties,
combined with the stronger van der Waals interactions of
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acenaphthene moieties, enriched the formation of 1D
nanostructures during film growth.
Post-deposition annealing for six hours induced
crystallization in all aforementioned films, including the
previously-unstructured TpCPD and TpDCF films, and lead to
the formation of close-packed crystalline structures on the Si
substrate (Fig. S3 and S4†). Post-deposition annealing allows
access to thermodynamically stable molecular assemblies or
crystal phases. Annealing was not observed to change the
d-spacing of the films of AcDCF (Fig. S5†). However, the AFM
topographic images of the structures obtained after
annealing were entirely different than those of the asdeposited thin films. This observation led us to hypothesize
that the nanostructured AcDCF films obtained via PVD are a
result of kinetically controlled self-assembly.
Controlling the kinetics of molecular assembly during thin
film growth can influence the morphology, structure and degree
of crystallinity of molecular solids.15,16 PVD, in particular, is a
powerful deposition method that can be used to influence the
self-assembly of small molecules into 1D nanostructures.4,17
Further, many deposition parameters, such as growth rate,
source temperature, substrate temperature and chamber
pressure, can be independently tuned to systematically
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the source temperature). We maintained a chamber pressure
between 10−7–10−6 Torr for all depositions.
Fig. 2a defines the associated rate constants that influence
film growth and molecular assembly during PVD: the
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investigate nucleation and crystal growth. Here, we used a PVD
chamber with a temperature-controlled substrate stage held 10
inches away from the source crucible to vary the substrate
temperature and growth rate (which was controlled by changing

MSDE

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic illustration of the growth of AcDCF thin films via PVD. (b) SEM images of AcDCF samples created using PVD under various
deposition conditions. (c) Length and volume fraction of the AcDCF wires as a function of Tsub. (d) SEM images of added AcDCF deposited onto
substrates already containing curved nanostructures (1.0 Å s−1, Tsub = −15 °C).
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adsorption rate (kads), desorption rate (kdes), and surface
diffusion rate (ksur) of molecules on a substrate.18 These kads
and kdes values can be influenced by the substrate
temperature and/or the source temperature (that is used to
control growth rate), which imparts a particular kinetic
energy (Ekin) to the source molecules before they reach the
substrate. Further, the mobility of molecules and/or
molecular clusters on the substrate surface (ksur) can be
tuned by the substrate temperature. Typically, two modes of
deposition can be accessed: equilibrium-limited and
diffusion-limited. In an equilibrium-limited regime, either
the kinetic energy (Ekin) of the molecular flux or the
temperature of the substrate (Tsub) is sufficiently high to
establish a dynamic equilibrium between adsorption and
desorption at the interface (high kdes and ksur) that allows
individual molecules and/or molecular clusters to sample
multiple nucleation sites and conformations before final
assembly into a thermodynamically-stable structure. In
contrast, when either Ekin or Tsub decreases, the probability
of condensation will increase and surface mobility will
decrease (low kdes and ksur), thus leading to diffusion limited
growth containing kinetically-trapped assemblies.
As expected, substrate temperature and growth rate had
significant effects on the kinds of AcDCF nanostructures
obtained via PVD (Fig. 2b). At an ultralow deposition rate of
0.1 Å s−1, AcDCF aggregated into small islands (which look
dark in SEM images), independent of substrate stage
temperature. The Ekin of the incoming molecular flux is very
low at a deposition rate of 0.1 Å s−1, meaning that both kdes
and ksur are very low, even at Tsub = 100 °C. Therefore, after
isolated nucleation sites are established by the first few
molecular monolayers, randomly-oriented crystal islands will
be propagated.19
At a modest deposition rate of 0.3 Å s−1, 1D wires were
obtained at low substrate temperatures but were not
apparent at a high substrate temperature of 100 °C. This
emphasizes the fine level of control afforded by PVD,
particularly for creating various functional architectures
out of non-centrosymmetric dipolar molecules. A Tsub of
−15 °C evidently suppressed ksur and kdes enough to
favour 1D growth. As Tsub increased, the density of wires
decreased, likely due to an increased value of ksur, which
should allow molecules and clusters to sample multiple
nucleation sites and form randomly-oriented aggregates
over time.
The average population density and length of AcDCF wires
obtained under different deposition conditions were analysed
over large areas (600 μm2) across 3 different depositions
(Fig. 2c). AcDCF wires with a mean length of 8.19 μm were
obtained with a deposition rate of 0.3 Å s−1 at Tsub = −15 °C.
The mean length of the wires decreased to 2.65 μm and 1.13
μm at a Tsub of 25 °C and 100 °C, respectively. Additionally,
the volume fraction of AcDCF nanowires also decreased from
60.4% to 6.6% as Tsub increased. Therefore, we concluded
that a lower substrate temperature facilitated the elongation
of AcDCF wires at low deposition rates (0.1–0.3 Å s−1).
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We also investigated the effects of ramping up and
ramping down the Tsub during the deposition while keeping
the deposition rate constant at 0.1 Å s−1. We found that the
volume fraction of 1D morphologies increased when the
substrate was heating up as compared to when the substrate
was cooled down during the deposition period (Fig. S6†).
This is consistent with the decrease of nanowire populations
with increasing Tsub as seen in Fig. 2c, indicating that the
initial thermal environment of the PVD deposition plays a
pivotal role in determining nucleation and growth of the
organic crystals.
Interestingly, PVD of AcDCF at a deposition rate of 1 Å s−1
yielded micron-scale, curved wires—even producing complete
rings. However, the volume fraction of these nanostructures
was significantly lower than that of the straightforward 1D
nanowires described earlier. The majority of the substrate
surface was covered, instead, with clusters lacking long-range
order. The circular and/or ring structures were obtained
across multiple different depositions, specifically at a growth
rate of 1 Å s−1. We suspect that such curved architectures can
only be accessed due to the non-planar molecular structure
of AcDCF (specifically, the twisted phenyl substituents in the
2,5-positions of the cyclopentadiene moiety) and likely grow
from defects or dust particulates present on the substrate
surface. Curved wires were also observed at a growth rate of 4
Å s−1, however, small clusters and polycrystalline domains
were observed much more frequently. At a growth rate of 4.0
Å s−1 with Tsub = 100 °C, extensive desorption alongside
adsorption at the substrate surface likely resulted in an
equilibrium-limited deposition regime, which should yield
polycrystalline films. Therefore, we concluded that we could
only access crystalline 1D nanowires via kinetically
controlled, diffusion-limited growth during the PVD process.
We also explored whether a self-templating effect could be
effected when samples containing curved nanostructures
were exposed to a second flux of AcDCF at a deposition rate
of 1.0 Å s−1 at Tsub = −15 °C. When a 20 nm thick layer of
AcDCF was deposited onto substrates containing curved
nanowires, the overall density of wires increased, and new
wires were observed to grow out of the original, curved
structures (Fig. 2d). This observation confirmed that the
curved nanostructures indeed encouraged incoming
molecules to grow as 1D structures.
The charge transport properties of small molecular
clusters versus 1D nanowires of AcDCF were studied using cAFM, which enables measurement of local current density–
voltage (J–V) curves and space charge limited currents (SCLC)
with high spatial resolution (Fig. 3a).20 Samples are typically
prepared on ITO. During the c-AFM measurement, a localized
diode (either a Schottky or heterojunction diode) is created
between the sample and the platinum-coated AFM tip.
Charges can be injected from the ITO contact when a bias
applied—holes, electrons or a mixture of both holes and
electrons can be injected, depending on the band edge
alignment of the sample relative to the work function of ITO
—and collected at the platinum-coated AFM tip.
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AcDCF samples. Based on the relatively low extracted
mobility values (ca. 10−7 cm2 V−1 s−1), we suspect that these
measurements revealed hole mobilities in AcDCF samples,
since CPDs and DCFs are known to be efficient electron
transporters but poor hole transporters.22
Interestingly, even if we were indeed probing a minority
charge carrier, the extracted mobilities were, on average,
higher in 1D wires as compared to disordered clusters. Even
though the thickness of the 1D wires (t ≈ 200 nm) was
approximately two times higher than the thickness of the
disordered regions (t < 100 nm), the crystalline wires
supported higher current densities.

Experimental
Materials and methods

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic illustration of c-AFM experiment procedure (b)
energy levels of each layer of ITO/AcDCF/Pt architecture. (c)
Representative AFM height image for c-AFM measurement. (d)
Corresponding c-AFM image recorded simultaneously with the
topography. Sample bias of 500 mV was applied during the
measurement. (e) Local J–V curve obtained while locating the tip either
on crystalline wires or non-crystalline regions.

All molecules were synthesized and purified following
reported procedures.14 Si and glass substrates were cleaned
with 0.25% aqueous Micro90, deionized water, acetone, and
2-propanol in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min each in turn,
followed by drying using N2 gas. We used a commercial PVD
chamber (Angstrom Nexdep, USA) for the vapor phase
deposition. The AcDCF powder was loaded in an alumina
crucible, and then the crucible and the substrates were
placed in thermal evaporation chamber. By heating the
crucible to 180 °C, the molecules were deposited by thermal
evaporation under high vacuum with a base pressure (<5 ×
10−7 Torr). The deposition rate and the thickness of the films
were monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance during the
deposition. Substrate temperature was precisely controlled by
Presto A30 temperature control system (Julabo, USA).
Computation

A representative area containing a polycrystalline region,
randomly-oriented clusters and 1D wires of AcDCF was
identified and scanned with a platinum-coated tip (Fig. 3c).
The c-AFM image of this same area is shown in Fig. 3d and is
consistent with the topographic image (Fig. 3c), confirming
that c-AFM can reveal location specific J–V curves. Note that
the AcDCF structures shown in Fig. 3c and d are resistive
compared to the conductive substrate (ITO).
The local J–V curves for 1D wires and randomly-oriented
AcDCF clusters were recorded over 20 different locations on a
given substrate and averaged (Fig. 3e). The recorded current
densities could be reasonably fit to a Mott–Gurney SCLC
model (J ∝ V 2) to extract charge mobilities.21 Fig. 3b depicts
the measured valence and conduction band edges of AcDCF
(obtained by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy and the
optical band gap, respectively, Fig. S7 and S8†), and the
known work functions of ITO and platinum. Both disordered
clusters and 1D nanowires displayed low-lying band edges,
meaning that large injection barriers were present for both
electron and hole injection into the AcDCF layer at the ITO
interface. Therefore, it was not clear whether these recorded
J–V curves probed hole or electron mobility values in the
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DFT calculations were performed using Gaussian 09'. All
ground state calculations were conducted using the B3LYP
functional and a 6-311G(2d,p) basis set. Molecular geometries
were optimized towards ground state, and then its global
minimum was ascertained by vibrational frequency
calculations.
Characterization
The morphologies of the film surfaces were characterized
using atomic force microscopy (Veeco Dimension 3100, NY,
USA). Tapping mode AFM images were recorded using a PPPNCHR cantilever (force constant = 42 N m−1, NanoWorld,
Switzerland). Surface morphology images were obtained
using scanning electron microscopy (Magellan 400, FEI,
USA). We conducted c-AFM using Cypher ES AFM (Asylum
Research, USA) with an ORCA current preamplifier mode. A
Pt-coated HQ:NSC18 cantilever (force constant = 2.8 N m−1,
Mikromasch, USA) enabled the measurement of electrical
properties concomitant with topographical images. 500 mV
was applied to the sample prepared on ITO substrate during
the combined topography/c-AFM measurement. To obtain
location-specific J–V curves for calculating charge carrier
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mobility, a Pt-coated AFM probe was slowly lowered onto the
surface until the desired applied force was reached. Next, the
voltage between the sample and the probe was swept between
0 V and 10 V and the resulting local current recorded, while
maintaining a constant applied force. Local I/V characteristics
were obtained over 20 different locations on five different
samples. The contact area between the tip and the sample
surface was determined using the reported radius of the tip
(r = 30 nm). All AFM images were analysed using Gwyddion
software.

Conclusions
We examined the self-assembly of four small molecules
(TpCPD, TpDCF, AcCPD, and AcDCF) possessing anisotropic,
non-planar structures and large dipole moments, and
established robust algorithms to control their molecular selfassembly via simple physical vapor deposition. Each
molecule contained a central dipolar moiety, consisting of
either a cyclopentadienone (CPD, ca. 3.5 D dipole moment)
or dicyanofulvene (DCF, ca. 7.0 D dipole moment) core,
surrounded by either four twisted phenyl (Tp) groups or a
fused aromatic (acenaphthene, Ac) ring system. We found
that only molecules containing the fused ring system formed
1D nanowires due to the stronger van der Waals associations
of the long, planar acenaphthene moieties. We explored the
kinetics of self-assembly of AcDCF during physical vapor
deposition and concluded that diverse 1D morphologies,
including both curved and linear nanostructures, were
formed as a result of diffusion-limited growth. We found that
low substrate temperatures (−15 °C) facilitated the elongation
of AcDCF nanowires at low deposition rates (0.3–1.0 Å s−1)
and were able to isolate a modest volume fraction (>60%) of
long 1D nanowires (average length 8.19 μm, longest observed
length 65 μm). Using conductive AFM, we show that 1D
AcDCF wires support higher current densities relative to
randomly-oriented clusters lacking long-range order.
This work provides an experimental roadmap to create
ordered 1D wires out of dipolar, non-centrosymmetric
molecules, which are not typically known to form ordered
structures. Using the knowledge born out of this effort, we
can potentially create molecular solids with net non-zero
dipole moments, which should display interesting lightmatter interactions and ferroelectric properties.
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